
Planet     :ਗ�ਿਹ

English to Punjabi Meaning :: planet

  

English to Punjabi Meaning

Noun 
ਗ�ਿਹ, ਮੰਨ, ਸਮਝ, eclipse, ਪ�ਾਇਮਰੀ, ਸੈਟੇਲਾਈਟ, ਚੰਨ, ਟਕਰਾਉਣ, ਸਮੱਿਸਆ ਦਾ ਸਰੋਤ, ਬਾਲ,
ਨੂੰ  ਇੱਕ ਗ�ਿਹ ਦੇ ਪ�ਭਾਵ, ਪੰਛੀ, ਹਵਾ, ਬੱਦਲ ਨੇ, ਤਾਰਾ

ਗ�ਿਹ

 

Planet - ਗ�ਿਹ
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Planetarium :: ਪਲੈਨੀਟੇਿਰਅਮ

Planetariums :: ਪਲੈਨੀਟੇਿਰਅਮਸ

Planetary :: ਗ�ਿਹ

Planets :: ਗ�ਿਹ
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1. dwarf planet :: DWARF ਗ�ਿਹ

 Synonyms

Noun 
 
1. celestial body :: ਸਵਰਗੀ ਸਰੀਰ ਨੂੰ

2. major planet :: ਪ�ਮੁੱਖ ਗ�ਿਹ

3. satellite :: ਸੈਟੇਲਾਈਟ

 Different forms

planet, planetarium, planetariums, planetary, planets

English to Punjabi Dictionary: planet 
Meaning and de�nitions of planet, translation in Punjabi language for
planet with similar and opposite words. Also �nd spoken pronunciation of
planet in Punjabi and in English language. 
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Tags for the entry "planet" 
What planet means in Punjabi, planet meaning in Punjabi, planet de�nition,
examples and pronunciation of planet in Punjabi language.

   

   

Topic Wise Words

Travel

Racer - (ਰੇਸਰ) :: Many of the top racers were also there notably the
Austrian downhillers hunting qualifying points for a place on their
oversubscribed team for the following season

Used - (ਵਰਿਤਆ) :: Now it specialises in used cars although it still
sources new models for customers on request
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Hut - (ਝੋਪੜੀ) :: Among the huts and mud brick buildings more shelters
are springing up

Warship - (ਜੰਗੀ) :: About 24 British Royal Navy warships as well as
23000 British troops are in the region

Blade - (ਬਲੇਡ) :: The knife was like a pocket knife but bigger the blade
was still sharp

Learn 3000+ Common Words

Taxi - (ਟੈਕਸੀ) :: But it was not until her husband Merrick a taxi driver
returned from work around midnight that police were alerted

Tea - (ਚਾਹ) :: Anyhoo I spent an actionpacked Monday in Brighton
asleep on Lisas bed before meeting her from work and allowing her to
cook my tea

Teach - (ਨੂੰ  ਿਸੱਿਖਆ) :: Consider the fact that teachers almost universally
discount their wages in order to teach in private schools
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Teacher - (ਅਿਧਆਪਕ) :: You need to curl your �ngers up more Arson
replied sounding very professional and teacherly

Teaching - (ਿਸੱਿਖਆ ਨੂੰ ) :: Christians relied on bishops to interpret
Christian teachings and ensure correct belief

Learn Common GRE Words

Allure - (ਦਮਕ) :: Do �lms have any allure for Barry who has already
shown he can cross media with ease

Aloof - (ਦੂਰ) :: He encouraged his writers to remain slightly aloof from
the world they were covering

Altruism - (ਿਨਰਸੁਆਰਥ) :: The degree to which a society values altruism
known as social responsibility norms can also have an effect

Amass - (ਇਕੱਠੇ) :: Little is known about how he amassed such a huge
fortune before his death in 1852 aged 72

SEE ALL 3000+ WORDS

SEE ALL GRE WORDS
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Most Searched Words

Plonk (plonk) :: Wine now accounts for almost a quarter of alcohol sales
with Australian plonk accounting for six of the top ten wine brands sold
in Britain

Implication (ਭਾਵ) :: because of her implication in the crime

Domicile (ਡੌਮੀਸਾਈਲ) :: With housing loans possessing a domicile of your
dreams is no longer a mirage

Mauve (mauve) :: The colour of choice for the women was pale pink or
mauve

Word of the day

Ineffectual
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Adjective :: ਫਜ਼ੂਲ, ਅਪ�ਭਾਵੀ, ਬੇਕਾਰ, ਫ਼ਲ, ਅਣਵਿਰਤਆ, ਮਾਮੂਲੀ, ਬੇਅਸਰ, ਗਲਤ,
ਅਿਵਵਹਾਰਕ, ਨਾਜਾਇਜ਼ ਅਤੇ

Meaning :: ਫਜ਼ੂਲ, , ਅਪ�ਭਾਵੀ, ਿ�ੜ�ਤਾ, ਿਵਅਰਥ ਿਵੱਚ, ਿਨਮ� ਹਨ, ਫ਼ਲ
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